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Drift-diffusion m the 
uction 
Vve consider two din1ensional drift-diffusion system: 
- D.n + YJ · = 0, 
-V· =0, 
=K.(p-n), xE 
n(O, x) = no(cc), p(O, 
t > 0, X E R2 ' 
t > O,x E (1.1) 
cu-rJ·vmcucwc.o" ofthe solution of the drift-diffusion system (Ll) is obtained by 
f 
l 
- D..u + v · (u\71j;) = 0, 
= l~t;, :r E JR2 , 
u(O 
1 1 
with a contraction 
t > 0, J~ E 
(L2) 
The basic function space for x variable is where ~ < p < n, n = 2, 3 and this framework 
1s to the result for the Navier-Stokes system. V\fhile the energy method works also 
vvell and we may derive the local for two dimensional case critical case p = 2 
for this case . Note that we need to introduce a L 2 (Jr<Ln) class since we need to 
control the solution of the Poisson in two dimensions. 
On the other if we consider the other critical case p = 1 by the method of the 
cu.qJLrccou"" that the system (1.1) or model (1.2) has the similar 
structure to two din1ensional vortex 
f - b.tu + UVL•) = 0, 
~~· - D.u ~ Vj_0J = 
I, 
Vit!hen we consider the two dimensional vortex 
as L1 (R2 ) and vve may derive the existence and 
1 Mathematical Institute, Senclai, 930-8578, JAPAN 
of the Navier-Sto].;:es 
xE (1.3) 
( l. 3), we choose the basic function space 
of the solution of the 
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invariant space under the 
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r x) = i x) = 
!_ 1j>;,(t,x) = 
that the invariant. It is 
becau.se we may so called the 
V/e first recall how to obtain the solution in the basic class 
and 
for we 
VVe first introduce the 
[22]. The space 
and 





+ 1/s and 




= 1/p- v1e have 





Hence under the condition 
It-
+ Then we 
converges, where B > 0 is a constant determined the beta function. Then v-1e have 
Now we see t -+ 0 the first term sup1 
is dense LP and the initial data u0 may be aopr<)Xlnutted 
we have the a priori bound for the solution. 
follows from the fact 
function that as t ---+ 0 
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the difference of the solutions. To show that the solution is belonging to L1(JR2), we treat the 
integral equation in £ 1 and use the L1-L1 boundedness for the heat flow to have 
where 
llu(t)ll1 :SIIeL'~uolh + C fat It- sl-112 lluV'ljill1ds 
:SIIuoll1 + c fat It- sl-1;2llu(s)II4;3IIV'1jill4ds 
:SIIuolh + C fat It- sl-112 llu(s)II4J311u(s)ll4/3ds 
:SIIuoll1 + c ft It- sl-1;2s-112ds( supt1;4llu(t)ll4;3) 2, lo tEI 
1 3 1 
4 4 2 
(1.6) 
is the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality inn= 2. The last integration is finite and it follows 
the uniform boundedness ofsuptEJt114llu(t)ll 4;3 and hence the solution belongs to L 1. 
Giga-Miyakawa-Osada [21] applied the above method to the vortex equation (1.3) to show 
the existence and uniqueness of the solution for the initial data in £ 1 (JR2). 
Proposition 1.1 (Giga-Miyakawa-Osada) Let 4/3 :S p. For wo E L1(JR2) the two dimen-
sional vortex equation of the Navier-Stokes system (1.3) has a unique local solution w(t) E 
C([O, T); L1 (JR2)) n C ( (0, T); £P(JR2)). 
We may apply the similar method to the 2 dimensional simplified Keller-Segel system and 
we may have the following: 
Theorem 1.2 For u0 E £ 1 (JR2), there exists a unique time local solution u for the two dimen-
sional Keller-Segel equation (1.2) and it satisfies u(t) E C ([0, T); L1 (JR2)) n C ( (0, T); £P(JR2)). 
With this regards, the result in Kurokiba-Ogawa [32] can be extended into the case 1 :S p :S 2 
when we consider n = 2. 
For the vortex equation (1.3), the solution w(t) satisfies the maximum principle and the 
uniform a priori bound follows. This shows the solution globally exists. On the other hand, for 
the Keller-Segel system (1.2) and the drift-diffusion system (1.1), the solutions of those system 
do not satisfy the maximum principle and hence we need to employ the entropy functional 
to establish the existence of the global solution. Indeed, Nagai-Senba-Yoshida [45], Biler [2], 
Nagai-Senba-Suzuki [44] employ the entropy functional to show the existence of the time global 
solution of (1.2) for a bounded domain n: 
{ ulogudx- ~ { u'lj!dx + {t { uiV(logu- 'lj!)ldxdt 
ln1 2 ln lo ln 
:S r uo log uadx- ~ r uo( -.6.)-1uodx. ln 2 ln 
(1.7) 
We may derive the Lyapunov function from this entropy functional and the justification of this 
functional is very important. We see by a formal computation that 
In ulogudx- ~In u'lj!dx =In ulogudx- ~IIV'ljill~, 
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however the second term of the right hand side does not have a sense as far as consider the 
·nr,Qli-ncP solution. since _____,. oo 
it 
This can be recovered "zero mean solutions". If 'Ne ccnsi.der the 
case when the difi'erence of the two carriers densities is to zero, we may consider the zero 
mean solution for the difference of the solution of the drift-difi'usion system and one may 
the above parts for this type of solutions. With this we introduce the 
class (!R'.2) ~;nd then the entropy functional can have its lll'"'"HlJLlt; 
class. For the Navier-Stokes system, introduced the solution in the 
space. For the solution of the Navier-Stokes system, it is natural to introduce the spBf-:e 
if the solution has fast at lxl ~, oo because of the free condition. 
For our case, vve need to arrange the system in order to 




- D.v + \7. 
J 
t 
- iiw + V · 
w(O, - Po(x). 
In this system we may assume that w has the "zero rnean value". For v, we consider 
the deviation from the average v- v, where 
v= 
and we obtain the 
J! 
- !"11/J = -;.cw, 
- ,6.v + \7. = 0, t ::> 0, 
- Ll. 'W + I'CVW + \7 . = 0, t> O,x E 
'~ 
l w(O, 
v(t, 2:) -----+ 0, 
x:) = ·uo == -no+ Po, 
space (Ir~2 ) as the basic function class and shows the thne local existence 
0 and cjJ E , we let then for 0 < p < ooj 'v'le define 
space rfP 
ll.fll7-iP == llsup 14\\ *.fill 
:\>0 p 
In , it is well known ths,t for p = 1, the dual space of the spa.ce coincides 
with a class of the bounded mean 
BNIO= E ; llfliBMO < 
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Our main result is the following: 
Theorem 1.3 (Ogawa-Shimizu[47]) Let K = ±1 and the initial data (v0 , w0 ) E H1 (R2 ) xH1 (JR2 ) 
then there exists T > 0 and a unique solution (v,w) of {1.9) and satisfyingv, wE C([O,T);H1)n 
L2(0,T;H1·1) n C((O,T);H2·1) n C1((0,T);H1). Moreover the solution flow map (v0 ,w0 )-+ 
(v,w) is the Lipschitz continuous H1(JR2)2-+ C([O,T);H1)2. 
The equation (1.9) has the invariant scale in the Hardy space H 1 (JR2 ) and according to the 
Fujita-Kato principle, the existence of the time global solution in the same class for the small 
initial data immediately follows if the initial data is sufficiently small and KfJ > 0. However such 
a result is not quite important for this kind of system since the repulsive drift-diffusion system 
should have a global solution in large data and the attractive system (that has the opposite sign 
of the nonlinear coupling) has a finite time blowing up solution and it is required for identifying 
the threshold value for the global existence of the solution. 
When f E 1i1 (R2), it is known that the following estimate holds: For f E 1i1 (R2), the 
Fourier transform j is subject to 
r 11(~) 12 d"" < c11fll 2 1rrt2 1~1 2 "' - 1-f_l· (1.10) 
In this case, if -D.:Ij; = w and wE H 1(R2), then we have 
2 r ~2 r lwl 2 2 ll\77)!112 = 1rrt2 1~7)!1 d~ = 1rrt2 ~d~ ::; Cllwll?it 
and this shows the entropy functional remains finite for the solution in the Hardy space. 
2 L1-type Energy Inequality 
The proof of Theorem 1.3 essentially rely on the endpoint type maximal regularity. The detailed 
proof can be found in [47]. We summarize the crucial part. For the solution of the initial value 
problem of the heat equation, the key estimate is considered as a type of the energy estimate: 
It is well known that the solution of heat equation 
satisfies the energy inequality: 
{ OtU - D..u = 0, 
u(O,x) = ¢(x). 
t > O,x ERn, 
llu(t)ll§ +lot IIVu(s)ll§ds::; lluoll§ 
(2.1) 
In particular, for the smooth solution we may derive the energy equality for the solution. The 
IJ' version of the estimate with 1 < p < oo is known as the parabolic estimate. We establish the 
corresponding estimate for p = 1 in the parabolic estimate when we exchange L1 space into H 1 . 
Theorem 2.1 Let et!!,. be the heat semi group and¢ E H 1 . Then we have 
(lor ll\7et/!,.¢11~tdt) 112 ::; Cll¢11w, 
where C is a positive constant independent ofT> 0. 
(2.2) 
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Theo:ren:1 2.2 Let 1 < e < co m~cl u be a solution 
'l7&en 'We have 
s: c (ll¢1h-t1 -1-
where I= 
This estimate is for the so-
The detailed 
The of Theorem 2.1 neecis va.rious estimates in the real and harmonic and the 
Lw~u""'·'n of the estimate is not To a heuristic reason that the 
estimate in Theorem 2.1 
Proposition 
estirnate 
Let be the sen~i group and let ¢ E Then the 
Proof 2.3. 
vve set f == to see that 
==C' 
\ 1/2 
) S: CII<PII1 
the estimate for the Fourier transform: 
roo , I ( Jo , 
H 
1\ ) 
vve choose some 17 instead of 
roo 1 ( . o \ 2 , -1 J t\J17e-lr;l-i) I¢(Vt 17)l 2dt 
0 0 
we see from 
l¢(nvll2 
· ' dr. 
T 
supremum over ~) 
(2.4) 
I--Iere w == 
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is a. unit vector. in wE and the ave,-age, we cbcain that 
hand side choose 




of the estimate 
need to shovv the 
bilinear estimate for the nonlinear term, of the well 
2.4 Let Vtu E 7-{1 and E fi 1 n L 00 • Then we have the estirnate: 
estimate of the above is known in the Triebel-Lizorkin space, however 
it does not include the case: For f, g E n Lr with 1 < p -:; oo, 1 < u < oo 
+ and .s > 0, it holds that 
jj.fgjjps 'S C(jjJIIr 
p,v 
+ jjjjjps jjgjjr) 
q,a 
The of the above estimate the LP boundedness of the maximal function and the 




{ = l'bU, 
x) 
±1. 'lvhen 1o;; = 1, the 
=0, t > 0, ;c E JR2 , 
t > 0, X E 
X E JR2 
of 
1) 
model for the chemotaxis called 
wAulc<L"' system or model ([26], [41], see also 
, [32], , [39], When·""= the system (3.1) is called as 
drift-diffusion for the semi-conductor simulation, 
It would be worth to compare our result in the Hardy space }[i vvith the case for othe1-
critica1 spaces. One may consider the Besov space 
94 T'P~KAYOSHI 0GAVVi)_ 
Let be the that 
=1 
Beso-v spac.e 
, II < 
·with the norm 
\, 1/CJ 
) J 1::; J < cc, 
U = O:J 
dense in 
For 1 < J, a 1 < oo with 1/ u + == 1, since 
\*-) -
and c is not refle:cive. 
Theorern 3.1 (Ewipoint maximal regularity) 
Ic be an O}Jen interval, FoT f E let be a soltLt,ion 
the heat 
r - Au = f, t > 0, X E R'\ 
\ X) = 1!Q X E JRn 
Then we have 
+II S C(lluo 
Ren1'ark. A similar but 
The estimate appears in terms of the cliffel·ent combination of the norm. 
their result coincides the above estimate when the norm is restricted such a vvay that 
the second exponent of the Besov space is the san1.e as the time exponenL 
The h.c•rnogen.eous part of the above eatilnate the case f = 0) can be 
little further. V\fe are interested in the 
the '"~·u.<v:c.,vi.•vv part of the above estimate c::n1 be written as 
the 
' 1/ p \. dt) 
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where 1 :::; a- :::; co. This estim::rce is 
restrict then 'vve sse 
1 ~('''2 no I;)! , __ '\) -~,.I.-, at; -- ~ 
r.; '-' j 
.i 
< 
The nature of chose system is except when it describes the of 
chemotaxis or the A distinct difference is that the former has a 
up solutions ·while the latter is stable system and has the global solution for the 
data. This diHerence stems from the of the term. Similar situation is 
The system 




model. of the sej_11i-linear heat 
- 6,u + avP = 0, 
::r) = > 0, 
X E 1~n, 




. Hmvever the base function space iE 
is excluded. I-Ience it is still a room for 
elll-'lmc:luJ.<'""" for the system may hold in valid as well 
conserc1es total mass: 
put a functional as 
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If 'l'le rest.rict our for the the 111ass conservation latN assures the 
estimate. Hmvever it is not sufficient to existence of the solution 
for can be vsry much 
simihir way to the case cf the ,,~,rr.wlr\T 
u.1 =rot tt = V1tt2-
f 
.l - !Su = 
:r) 
t > 0, ,:::: 
xE 
and 
e}mtence or even existence of the small data solution 
, . In this sense, it is to consider 
the initial value ululmolll in the space where the free energy functional is well defined. 
In our :6rst , we consider the drift-diffusion system in the critical 
space \'Ihen:: the entropy functional is and showed that there exists 
a unique time local solution of for any initial data in 
In this paper, vile consider class than 7-[1 to show the 
the system 1), where the natural free energy is still 'Nell-defined. 





Hereafter we denote that the inverse of 2 diinensional 
1/J = -( 
By this 
Our in the Besov space lS 
Theorem 3.2 existence 
Besides the StJlution. is 
Remark, Biler-l.li{u [6] obtained the local existenee and 






of two dimensional 
O! indicates the order of the fractional 
a< 2. 
Their result seems restricted for 
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In view of the scaling invariance by the scaling (1.4) and due to Fujita-Kato principle [17], 
[28], we may also derive the global existence of the solution under the smallness assumption on 
the initial data. 
Theorem 3.3 (global existence for small data) Let "" = ±1. Then for u0 E tr 2 , there 
exists Eo > 0 such that for lluoll_ao < Eo, there exists a unique global solution u to {3.1) such 
1,2 
·o 2 ·1 ·2 1 ·o that u E C([O, oo); B12) n L (0, oo; B12) n C((O, oo); B12) n C ((0, oo); B12). 
) l ' ) 
We should emphasize that the functional (3.8) in general make no sense in the whole space 
if we consider the positive solution u(t,x) since 'lj;(t,x) behaves like the fundamental solution 
of the two dimensional Laplacian and therefore IIV'I/JII2 = oo in general. To ensure the above 
mentioned a priori estimate, we require the solution should be in 'ljJ E ii1 and u E L log L at 
least. Indeed, if u E tr,2 then by the Plancherel identity, 
and we observe that 
which is required estimate for the a priori estimate. It is also possible to show that a variant 
of the John-Nirenberg type estimate for the function in the dual Besov space is known: There 
exists two constants C > 0 and"(> 0 such that for any f E 13!,2, 
r [exp lf(x)l- 1- lf(x) 1] dx s c exp (_!_ (llfll2 + llfll_ao ) - 1) . }ITI/.2 "( oo,2 (3.13) 
From this inequality, we may show that the exponential integrability of the function in the dual 
Besov space B! 2 and this shows that the embedding from the Besov space tr 2(JR2) into the 
Orlitz space L lo~ Lzoc(R2 ) is possible. ' 
4 Multiple Existence Result 
In this section, we consider the elliptic-parabolic system modeling chemotaxis with a perturbed 
nonlinearity: 
{ 
OtU- t:.u + \7 · (u\i'v) = 0, t > 0, x E JR2 , 
-t:.v+v-vP=u, t>O, xER2 , 
u(O,x) = uo(x) 2:0, x E JR2. 
(4.14) 
This type of the parabolic system is called as the perturbed Keller-Segel system and it is 
introduced as a mathematical model of chemotaxis collapse with a different sign in the nonlinear 
term. When the diffusion of the chemical substances is much slower than that of chemotaxis 
ameba then the dynamics of chemotaxis is described by the following simplified system: 
{ 
OtU- t:.u + \7 · (u\i'v) = 0, t > 0, x E JR2 , 
-t:.v+v=u, t>O, xER2 , 
u(O,x) = uo(x) 2:0, x E JR2 . 
( 4.15) 
It is well known that the existence of the finite time blow up of the solution for (4.15) which 
corresponds to the concentration of ameba. Chen-Zhong [9] introduced a perturbed system of 
98 
For p > 1, 
f 
l 
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= 0, 
-D...v -:-1) -1-tJ·'P == 11; 
x) = ~ 0, 
t >- 0~ 
t > 0, 
xE 
xE 
This model is considered, as 2, model of the chemotaxis with a nonlinear diffusioa for the chemical 
solution of this systen1 
JK uroki ba-Senba-Suzuki 
I\fote that '~he nonlinea.r term vP in the second 111 
to 
admits eJ; least two 
while 
-6v + v- vP = f, 2' E 
solutions when is a 
a similar beha-vior to 
['I] and 
has a differerrt corn pare 
to the 
nontri-vial func-
has one solutimL Moreover, it also known ths,t ifthe external force .f is 
then there is no solution for the 
ask whether the finite time blow up of the solution occur in the case 
wh·ether the time local solution exists and the 
not. In this seEse, the structur·e of the 
very much different from that of the 




also has the second 




t.,hen t.here exist 
thern is 
rccdua , v1 




The main idea to construct the second time solution relies on the van-
ational structure of the part of ~he system, The v-component of the solution obtained 
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to the solution of 7) which is bifurcated from the trivial solution of the 
7) vvith f = 0. On the other the 
(4.17) 'Nith f = 0 has a 




2 T 2 
Then, if the second variation of the functional Io at w is then 
we may ccl1struct the solution v of bifurcated from the mountain pass solution w. This is 
Hot of Io at w is nontrivi2J. If we restrict 
however, there is a m the second 
local-in-time solution of . In this paper, we shall shmv this under the radial symmetry. 
It should be also noted that our is related to the unconditional ~···"~·,···~~-···· 
the nonlinecu~ evolution 
admits the ···"·'1~········ 
X, then this is called ss the unconditional n,/,;,,m,lcnr:.''·''· 




of the .solution 
The 
second component of the solution v is 
class. In this sense, there is no unconditional 
1'11'CJ.wu1e1J.cc may occur for a nonlinear 
at least t•,vo time solutions and are 
\lariaticn:~_al ~·estri~2tion. 
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